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TIME TRACKING SYSTEM

www.maquae.com

Break down your hours by projects, clients, and

tasks to see what’s making you money and

holding you back. Track URLs and app usage to

know which programs or websites your

employees run while working. Let you capture

team members’ computer screens at random

intervals of time.

 



ORDER MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM

www.maquae.com

·Ship orders from the best location

·Easily set and manage split shipment rules

·Automatically trigger stock transfers across channels

Reduce fulfillment costs by offering multiple deliveries or

pick-up options.

Not every location has the same fulfillment capabilities.

Being able to optimize at the store level helps improve your

customer experience.

·Allocate orders based on capacity or performance

·Increase store staff efficiency

·Reduce markdowns



NEXT SLIDE

www.maquae.com

QUALITY
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM
Quality Management System (QMS) is designed to

help your company automate its journey toward

excellence. Within a company, the QMS is the

connection and interaction of people, processes,

and documentation.  It is a set of company rules,

procedures, and functions aimed at ensuring that

customer expectations and requirements are

satisfied consistently and reliably. These describe

how a company will create, document, control, and

distribute all of its products and/or services. QMS

software provides the methods, processes,

structure, and resources required to simplify

manufacturing and ERP operations while handling

quality issues efficiently and cost-effectively.



ACCOUNTING &
PAYROLL

Payroll and Attendance Management software is the most versatile

and user-friendly on the market. HR and payroll departments have a

lot in common, and systems need to be in sync to avoid wasting time

entering the same information into multiple systems. Our payroll and

attendance management software makes it easier by combining the

capabilities of a robust payroll administration system with an equally

powerful HR management solution.

www.maquae.com
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